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Holi Celebration at TSGE
 The most colourful and vibrant festival of India – Holi was celebrated with splish and splash in

TSGE swimming pool.  The atmosphere on 6th March 2023 was marked with fun and fervor as
learners from Wonder Years till Grade IV celebrated this vibrant festival. The school pool was
an amalgamation of enthusiastic students who also sprinkled water with their water pistons on
teachers. The littlest one's played colorful full holi with bits of waste paper and made a yummy
thandai! There was laughter, joy and merry making in the air. They would remember the day
with a difference ~ spent cheerfully and left the school with joyous memories.
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Farewell Grade X and A Levels
 We Bid you Adieu! A farewell party was organized by Grade IX and AS Level students of Thakur

School of Global Education for the IGCSE grade 10 and A Level students with the _Hawaiian_
theme filled with dance performances, a musical performance and amazing games. The
highlight of the event was the Ms.TSGE and Mr. TSGE contest. The stunning ramp walk left the
students and audience mesmerized by their graceful gait. The auditorium had an atmosphere
of joy and excitement, yet it was tinged with an air of melancholy and sadness. The day was a
fiesta devoted to the years spent together with friends and teachers, to reminisce joyous
moments. The farewell bash rocked the day for all the party attendees and has left an indelible
mark. The teachers expressed their love and bestowed their blessings and best wishes on the
outgoing students in all their endeavors.
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Supermarket Visit - 
Nursery to Grade IV

 TSGE believes in imparting real-world learning experiences to its learners and making
connections with the world around them. Learners of TSGE visited a supermarket-Reliance
Smart Bazaar as a part of their extended learning on a fun-filled day with an embedded
educational experience. They were taught different fruits and vegetables, counting and
performing basic math skills, learning about different food groups, and practicing social
skills. Here is a glimpse of our learners exploring this world that aroused their curiosity and
also enriched their experience of hands-on learning.
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As Social Studies and Art crossed paths, Grade I learners designed their own passports.
They not only displayed their artistic skills but embedded the knowledge of SS in it.
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Integrated Study Of Social
Studies andArt

Grade I- Going Places
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The learners of Grade II were engaged in studying their Social Studies topic-
‘How we learn about the World’ and Art – The use of Magnifying glass, by
actually experiencing how things magnify.Their fascination of seeing the things
magnify was evident and unhidden.
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Integrated Study Of Social
Studies and Art

Grade II- Magnifying glass
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Integrated Study Of Social
Studies andArt

An integrated learning of the knowledge the pictographs with Art
activity of forming Sumerian pictographs enriched the learning process
of Grade III.

Grade III -Sumerian Pictographs
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Integrated Study Of Social
Studies andArt

Grade IV Learners were provided with  an opputunity to integrate their
learnings of various shapes of Pot Design of the ancient era.

Grade IV- Shapes of Pot Design
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The study of Maya Civilisation was integrated with Art -with a Mask Making
Activity which added smiles to the Grade V learners’ faces, making the
process of learning a true pleasure.
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Integrated Study Of Social
Studies andArt

Grade V -Mask Making Activity
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Grade VI Learners learn the 'Japanese Art Painting' along-side their study of
' Japan' as a growing economy.
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Integrated Study Of Social
Studies and Art

Grade VI - Japanese Art Painting
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Role Play - Nursery
 Learners of Nursery exhibiting their acting skills.
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Commerce Session - Grade I
to Grade IV

 It's not the money that matters, it's how you use it that determines its true value. To
inculcate the value of money we conducted an exciting, curious, and fun-filled activity for
the young ones to understand the importance of Money. A session on money matters (its
importance, various types of money and how to save it) was conducted in AR/VR, followed
by an activity where they learned the sources of income, types of money, and spending it
wisely with responsibility based on needs and wants. It was a thrilling experience for them
to withdraw money with their debit cards followed by mindful spending and savings.
Shopping. income#needs#wants#responsibility# #saving#fun#excitement#smartness.
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Filtration Process - Prep II
 TSGE laid emphasis on Investigation and Research on its Prep II learners where they were

involved in concerns pure and impure water. They were exposed to the topic of filtration
and how it helps not only in purification but also in saving water.
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FOLLOW US

Stay tuned for the April edition...

https://tsge.edu.in/

Thank You

https://instagram.com/thakurschoolofglobaleducation?igshid=YmMyMTA2M2Y=
https://www.facebook.com/thakurschoolofglobaleducation/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/thakurschoolofglobaleducation/
https://youtube.com/c/ThakurSchoolofGlobalEducation
https://tsge.edu.in/

